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Question 1 (1 point)

a.

b.

Water Squirts - General Launch Angle Projectile Motion

A large container contains a large amount of water. A hole is drilled on the wall of the container, at a vertical distance h 

= 0.68 m below the surface of the water. The water surface drops very slowly and its speed is approximately zero.  

Keep 2 decimal places in all answers.

(a) Find the speed v (in m/s) at which water squirts out of the hole.

  

Water squirts at an angle of θ = 39° above horizontal, and the hole is H = 0.44 m above the table surface. The motion of 

the water is Projectile Motion at General  Launch Angle. 

The initial velocity of the projectile motion v0 is the result of question (a).  

The magnitude of the gravitational acceleration is 9.8 m/s2.  Ignore air resistance. 

Choose the RIGHT as positive x-direction. Choose UPWARD as psotitive y-direction

(b) Find v , the x component of the initial velocity  (in m/s) 
0x

 Find v  the y component of the initial velocity  (in m/s) 
0y,

To solve the time the water spends in air before hitting the table surfacce, in this problem, should you use the horizontal 

(x) motion or the vertial (y) motion? 

Horizontal (x) motion

Vertical (y) motion

(c) How long (in seconds) is the water in the air before hitting the table surface? 

To solve for the total time in air, you need to set up a quadratice equation of time t. 

In general there are two solutions.

What is the positive solution (in seconds) to the quadratic equation?

What is the negative solution (in seconds) to the quadratic equation?

(d) If the water squirts out of the hole at x =0, at what value of x (in meters) does it hit the table surface? 
0

  

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. 
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Question 2 (1 point)

Projectile Motion - (Time) Above Ground - General Launch Angle 

At a height h = unknown above the ground a rocket is fired at an initial speed v  = 140.0 m/s at an angle θ = 40° above 

the horizontal. After a time = 26.8 s the rocket hits the ground. Ignore air resistance. 

The magnitude of the gravitational acceleration is 9.8 m/s .

Choose the RIGHT as positive x-direction. Choose UPWARD as psotitive y-direction

Keep 2 decimal places in all answers

0

2

Find v , the x component of the initial velocity  (in m/s) 
0x

Find v  the y component of the initial velocity  (in m/s) 
0y,

(a) What maximum height (in meters) above the intial location does the rocket reach? 

(b) How long (in seconds) does it take the rocket to reach the maximum heght? 

(c) What is the range R (the horizontal distance) (in meters) traveled by the rocket before hitting the ground?

What is the rocket's initial height h (in meters) above the ground? Report h as positive. 

(d) What is the vertical component of the velocity  (in m/s) just before the rocket hits the ground? Pay attention to the 

direction (the sign). 

(e) What is the magnitude of the velocity (including both the horizontal and vertical components)  (in m/s) of the rocket 

just before it hits the ground?

(f) What is the direction of the velocity of the rocket just before it hits the ground? 

Report the direction by an angle COUNTERCLOCKWISE from the +x axis. 

Question 3 (1 point)

Free Fall - Stone Dropped From Rest

A stone is dropped from rest from a bridge which is 43.5 m above water. How long (in seconds) does it take the stone to 

hit the water? The magnitude of the gravitational acceleration is 9.8m/s . 
2

Enter your answer in seconds.  Keep 2 decimal places.
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Question 4 (1 point)

Free Fall - Ball Thrown Downward with initial velocity 

Comprehensive 

A lead ball is thrown vertically downward with an initial speed of 4 m/s from the top of a building, which is 109 m high. 

(Compare this situation to: A ball is dropped from rest from the top of a building, which is 109 m high. )

The magnitude of the gravitational acceleration g = 9.8 m/s

Keep 2 decimal places in all answers.

In this problem,  the following setup is convenient:

Take the initial location of ball (the top of the building) as origin x0 = 0

Take DOWNWARD as +x 

2

(a) How far (in meters) does the ball fall in the first 2.6 s of flight?

(b) What is the speed (in m/s) of the ball 2.6 s after it has been released?

(c) What is the speed (in m/s) of the ball after it has travelled 35 m downward?

(d) How long (in seconds) does it take the ball to hit the ground?

You need to solve a quadratic equation for the time t. There are two solutions.

What is the negative solution (of time) to your quadratic equation? 

What is the positive solution (of time) to your quadratic equation?
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Question 5 (1 point)

a.

b.

Water Squirts - General Launch Angle Projectile Motion

A large container contains a large amount of water. A hole is drilled on the wall of the container, at a vertical distance h 

= 0.52 m below the surface of the water. The water surface drops very slowly and its speed is approximately zero.  

Keep 2 decimal places in all answers.

(a) Find the speed v (in m/s) at which water squirts out of the hole.

  

Water squirts at an angle of θ = 35° above horizontal, and the hole is H = 0.30 m above the table surface. The motion of 

the water is Projectile Motion at General  Launch Angle. 

The initial velocity of the projectile motion v0 is the result of question (a).  

The magnitude of the gravitational acceleration is 9.8 m/s2.  Ignore air resistance. 

Choose the RIGHT as positive x-direction. Choose UPWARD as psotitive y-direction

(b) Find v , the x component of the initial velocity  (in m/s) 
0x

 Find v  the y component of the initial velocity  (in m/s) 
0y,

To solve the time the water spends in air before hitting the table surfacce, in this problem, should you use the horizontal 

(x) motion or the vertial (y) motion? 

Vertical (y) motion

Horizontal (x) motion

(c) How long (in seconds) is the water in the air before hitting the table surface? 

To solve for the total time in air, you need to set up a quadratice equation of time t. 

In general there are two solutions.

What is the positive solution (in seconds) to the quadratic equation?

What is the negative solution (in seconds) to the quadratic equation?

(d) If the water squirts out of the hole at x =0, at what value of x (in meters) does it hit the table surface? 
0
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Question 6 (1 point)

a.

b.

Projectile Motion - (Height) Above Ground - General Launch Angle 

At a height h = 180.0 m above the ground a rocket is fired at an initial speed v  = 40.0 m/s at an angle θ = 32° above 

the horizontal.   Ignore air resistance. 

The magnitude of the gravitational acceleration is 9.8 m/s .

Choose the RIGHT as positive x-direction. Choose UPWARD as psotitive y-direction

Keep 2 decimal places in all answers

0

2

Find v , the x component of the initial velocity  (in m/s) 
0x

Find v  the y component of the initial velocity  (in m/s) 
0y,

(a) What maximum height (in meters) does the rocket reach above the ground?

(b) How long (in seconds) does it take the rocket to reach the maximum heght? 

To solve the time the rocket spends in air before hitting the ground, in this problem, should you use the horizontal (x) 

motion or the vertial (y) motion? 

Horizontal (x) motion

Vertical (y) motion

How long (in seconds) is the rocket in the air before hitting the ground? 

Note: here the total time in air is  twice the time to reach max height

To solve for the total time in air, you need to set up a quadratice equation of time t. 

In general there are two solutions.

What is the positive solution (in seconds) to the quadratic equation?

What is the negative solution (in seconds) to the quadratic equation?

(c) What is the range R (the horizontal distance) (in meters) traveled by the rocket before hitting the ground?

(d) What is the vertical component of the velocity  (in m/s) just before the rocket hits the ground? Pay attention to the 

direction (the sign). 

(e) What is the magnitude of the velocity (including both the horizontal and vertical components)  (in m/s) of the rocket 

just before it hits the ground?

(f) What is the direction of the velocity of the rocket just before it hits the ground? 

Report the direction by an angle COUNTERCLOCKWISE from the +x axis. 
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Question 7 (1 point)

a.

b.

Projectile Motion - From Ground - General Launch Angle 

  

A rocket is fired at an initial speed v  = 160.0 m/s from ground level, at an angle θ = 46° above the horizontal.   Ignore 

air resistance. 

The magnitude of the gravitational acceleration is 9.8 m/s .

Choose the RIGHT as positive x-direction. Choose UPWARD as psotitive y-direction

Keep 2 decimal places in all answers

0

2

Find v , the x component of the initial velocity  (in m/s) 
0x

Find v  the y component of the initial velocity  (in m/s) 
0y,

To solve the time the rocket spends in air before hitting the ground, in this problem, should you use the horizontal (x) 

motion or the vertial (y) motion? 

Vertical (y) motion

Horizontal (x) motion

(a) How long (in seconds) does it take the rocket to reach the maximum heght? 

How long (in seconds) is the rocket in the air before hitting the ground?

(b) What maximum height (in meters) does the rocket reach above the ground?

(c) What is the range (the horizontal distance) (in meters) the rocket travels before hitting the ground?   
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Question 8 (1 point)

a.

b.

Water Squirts our of a container - zero launch angle projectile motion

  

A large container contains a large amount of water. A hole is drilled on the wall of the container, at a vertical distance h 

= 0.62 m below the surface of the water. The water surface drops very slowly and its speed is approximately zero.  

Keep 2 decimal places in all answers

  

(a) Find the speed v (in m/s) at which water squirts out of the hole.

Water squirt horizontally, and the hole is H = 0.50 m above the table surface. 

The motion of the water is Projectile Motion at Zero Launch Angle. 

The initial velocity of the projectile motion v0 is the result of question (a). 

The magnitude of the gravitational acceleration is 9.8 m/s2.

Choose the RIGHT as positive x-direction. Choose UPWARD as psotitive y-direction

(b) Find v , the x component of the initial velocity (in m/s).
0x

 (c) Find v  the y component of the initial velocity  (in m/s) 
0y,

(d) To solve the time the water spends in air before hitting the table surface, in this problem, should you use the 

horizontal (x) motion or the vertial (y) motion? 

Horizontal (x) motion

Vertical (y) motion

How long (in seconds) is the water in the air before hitting the table surface?

(e) If the water squirts out of the hole at x0=0, at what value of x (in meters) does it hit the table surface ? 

  

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. 
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Question 9 (1 point)

a.

b.

Water Squirts our of a container - zero launch angle projectile motion

  

A large container contains a large amount of water. A hole is drilled on the wall of the container, at a vertical distance h 

= 0.54 m below the surface of the water. The water surface drops very slowly and its speed is approximately zero.  

Keep 2 decimal places in all answers

  

(a) Find the speed v (in m/s) at which water squirts out of the hole.

Water squirt horizontally, and the hole is H = 0.32 m above the table surface. 

The motion of the water is Projectile Motion at Zero Launch Angle. 

The initial velocity of the projectile motion v0 is the result of question (a). 

The magnitude of the gravitational acceleration is 9.8 m/s2.

Choose the RIGHT as positive x-direction. Choose UPWARD as psotitive y-direction

(b) Find v , the x component of the initial velocity (in m/s).
0x

 (c) Find v  the y component of the initial velocity  (in m/s) 
0y,

(d) To solve the time the water spends in air before hitting the table surface, in this problem, should you use the 

horizontal (x) motion or the vertial (y) motion? 

Vertical (y) motion

Horizontal (x) motion

How long (in seconds) is the water in the air before hitting the table surface?

(e) If the water squirts out of the hole at x0=0, at what value of x (in meters) does it hit the table surface ? 

Question 10 (1 point)

Free Fall - Coin Rises and Falls (Similar to Discussion)

A coin is tossed upward from an initial height of 1 m above the ground, with an initial speed of 9.5 m/s m/s. 

 

The magnitude of the gravitational acceleration g = 9.8 m/s

Take the point of release to be y0 = 0. Choose UPWARD as positive y direction.

Pay attention to the signs of position, velocity and acceleration.

Keep 2 decimal places in all answers.

2

(a) Find the coin’s maximum height in meters above the ground? 

(b) How long in seconds is the coin in the air? 

You need to set up a quadratic equation with time t. Solve it for time t. Only take the positive solution. 

(c) What is its speed in m/s when it hits the ground? Note: speed has no sign, or always positive.
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Question 11 (1 point)

Free Fall - Apple Falling Down From a Tree

An apple falls (from rest) from a tree. It hits the ground at a speed of about 3.6 m/s. What is the approximate height (in 

meters) of the tree above the ground?

 

The magnitude of the gravitational acceleration g = 9.8 m/s
2

Enter your answer in meters. Keep 2 decimal places. 

Question 12 (1 point)

 A basket ball is thown straight upward from the ground. It reaches a maximum height of 4.8 m before falling down. 

Ignore airressitance.The magnitude of the gravitational acceleration is 9.8m/s .   
2

What is the ball’s initial speed (in m/s) right after it leaves the hand that thows it up? Keep 2 decimal places.

Question 13 (1 point)

a.

b.

Zero Launch Angle - Car Drives Off a Cliff

A car drives straight off the edge of a cliff that is  h =56 m  high.  The police at the scene of the accident note that the 

point of impact is d =78 m from the base of the cliff. Here the initial speed v  is unknown. Ignore air resistance. 

The magnitude of the gravitational acceleration is 9.8 m/s .

Choose the RIGHT as positive x-direction. Choose UPWARD as psotitive y-direction

Keep 2 decimal places in all answers

0

2

In this problem, even though the initial speed v  is unknown, you can still find v  the y component of the initial velocity. 

What is v  (in m/s) ? 

0 0y,

0y 

To solve the time the car spends in air before hitting the ground, in this problem, should you use the horizontal (x) motion 

or the vertial (y) motion? 

Horizontal (x) motion

Vertical (y) motion

(a) How long (in seconds) is the car in the air before hitting the ground?

(b) How fast (in m/s) was the car traveling when it leaves the cliff? 

(c) What is the vertical component of the velocity  (in m/s) just before the car hits the ground? Pay attention to the 

direction (the sign). 

(d) What is the magnitude of the velocity  (in m/s) (including both the horizontal and vertical components) of the car just 

before it hits the ground?

(e) What is the direction of the velocity of the car just before it hits the ground? 

Report the direction by an angle COUNTERCLOCKWISE from the +x axis. 

(f) Assume the car’s new speed leaving the cliff is 60.0 mph but the height of the cliff is unchanged, still 56 m.

What is the new speed in m/s?  1mile = 1609 m, 1 hour = 60 minutes, 1 minute = 60 seconds

what is the time interval (in seconds) from the car leaving the cliff to it hitting the ground? 

What would be the horizontal distance d (in meters) from the base of the cliff to the impact point?
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Question 14 (1 point)

At the ground level, a basket ball is thrown straight upward with an initial speed of 4.3 m/s. Ignore air resistance. 

 

The magnitude of the gravitational acceleration g = 9.8 m/s

Keep 2 decimal places in all answers.

In this problem,  the following setup is convenient:

Take the ground as origin x0 = 0, Take UPWARD as +x 

Pay attention to the signs of velocity and acceleration.

2

 

(a) What is the maximum height (in meters) reached by the basketball? 

Hint: the velocity at the maximum height is impicitly known. What is it equal to?

 (b) After being thrown how long (in seconds) does it take the basketball to reach its maximum height? 
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Question 15 (1 point)

a.

b.

c.

a.

b.

  

An airplane flies horizontally with a constant speed of 148.0 m/s at an altitude of 1030 m. A package is dropped out of 

the airplane.  Ignore air resistance. 

The magnitude of the gravitational acceleration is 9.8 m/s .

Choose the RIGHT as positive x-direction. Choose UPWARD as psotitive y-direction

Keep 2 decimal places in all answers

2

  

What is package’s motion after it leaves the airplane as viewed by an observer on the ground?

 vertical free fall   

projectile motion with zero launch angle

 projectile motion with non-zero launch angle 

Find v , the x component of the initial velocity (in m/s)
0x

 Find v  the y component of the initial velocity  (in m/s) 
0y,

To solve the time the package spends in air before hitting the ground, in this problem, should you use the horizontal (x) 

motion or the vertial (y) motion? 

Vertical (y) motion

Horizontal (x) motion

(a) How long (in seconds) is the package in the air before hitting the ground?

(b) If the package is releasef from the airplane at x  = 0, at what x (on meters) does it hit the ground? 
0

(c) What is the vertical component of the velocity  (in m/s)  just before the package hits the ground? Pay attention to the 

direction (the sign). 

(d) What is the magnitude of the velocity  (in m/s) (including both the horizontal and vertical components) of the package 

just before it hits the ground?

(e) What is the direction of the velocity of the ball just before it hits the ground? 

Report the direction by an angle COUNTERCLOCKWISE from the +x axis. 
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Question 16 (1 point)

Free Fall - Dolphin Jumps Straight Upward

A dolphin in an aquatic show jumps straight up out of the water at a velocity of 10.4 m/s. 

 

The magnitude of the gravitational acceleration g = 9.8 m/s

Take the water surface to be y0 = 0. Choose UPWARD as positive y direction.

Keep 2 decimal places in all answers.

2

(a) How high (what maximum height) in meters does his body rise above the water? 

To solve this part, first note that the body's final velocity at the maximum height is known (implicitly) and identify its 

value. 

Then identify the unknown, and chose the appropriate equation (based on the knowns and unknown) to solve for it. After 

choosing the equation, solving for the unknown, checking units, think about whether the answer is reasonable. 

(b) How long in seconds is the dolphin in the air? Neglect any effects due to his size or orientation.

Note: this is the total time of jumping up from water to hightest point and falling down to water.

Question 17 (1 point)

a.

b.

Projectile Motion - Rocket Clears Wall - General Launch Angle 

A rocket is fired at an initial speed v  = 180.0 m/s from ground level, at an angle θ = 43° above the horizontal.   

A wall is located at d = 80.0 m. Its heigh is  h = 43.0 m.  Ignore air resistance. 

The magnitude of the gravitational acceleration is 9.8 m/s .

Choose the RIGHT as positive x-direction. Choose UPWARD as psotitive y-direction

0

2

Find v , the x component of the initial velocity  (in m/s) .   Keep 2 decimal places.  
0x

Find v  the y component of the initial velocity  (in m/s) .  Keep 2 decimal places.   
0y,

You will calculate the time at which the rocket flies over the wall. 

To find this time, should you use the horizontal (x) motion or the vertial (y) motion? 

Horizontal (x)  motion, because we know when the rocket flies over the wall its x  = d

Vertical (y)  motion, which is how we find the maximum height

(a) At what time (in seconds) (after being fired) does the rocket fly over the wall?  Keep 4 decimal places. 

Note: when the rocket flies over the wall, in general, the height of the rocket is not equal to the maximum heght. 

(b) What is the rocket's height (in meters) when it flies over the wall?   Keep 3 decimal places.  

(c) By how much (in meters) does the rocket clear the top of the wall?   Keep 3 decimal places.  

(d) What is the rocket's maximum height (in meters) above the ground?   Keep 2 decimal places.  
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Question 18 (1 point)

Free Fall - Comprehensive Ball Dropped From Rest  - similar to the example 

in lecture.

A ball is dropped from rest from the top of a building, which is 90.5 m high. 

The magnitude of the gravitational acceleration g = 9.8 m/s

Keep 2 decimal places in all answers.

In this problem,  the following setup is convenient:

Take the initial location of ball (the top of the building) as origin x0 = 0

Take DOWNWARD as +x 

2

(a) How far (in meters) does the ball fall in the first 3.9 s ?

(b) What is the speed (in m/s) of the ball 3.9 s after it has been released?

(c) What is the speed (in m/s) of the ball after it has travelled 13.5 m downward?

(d) How long in seconds does it take the ball to hit the ground?

Question 19 (1 point)

A coin is dropped from a hot-air balloon that is 340 m above the ground and rising at 7.1 m/s upward. 

(a) Find the maximum height above the ground reached.

(b) Find the position above the ground 6.05 s after being released. Choose UPWARD as positive y direction.

(c) Find the velocity 6.05 s after being reached. 

(d) Find the time before it hits the ground. 


